This paper discusses identification of state-space models from impulse response or initial value experiments. Kung's geometrical realization algorithm is combined with classical nonlinear parametric optimization to improve the quality of the estimated state-space model. These ideas are applied on real data originating from a modal analysis experiment on a separation system. The results indicate that the parametric optimization step increase the model quality significantly compared with the initial model the realization algorithm provides.
Introduction
Identification of modal parameters of flexible mechanical structures can be carried out by estimating a state-space model given impulse response or initial value response measurements, see e.g. 11, 2, 31.
Consider the state-space model the data. In the last step a nonlinear optimization is performed to further improve the criterion (2). The first step is closely related to [2] since both algorithms rely on the realization algorithm by Ho & Kalman [SI. The second and last steps are introduced since the estimates from the first step in general do not minimize (2) if the true system is of high order (infinite) and/or if noise is present.
The combined algorithm is applied to real data from a modal analysis experiment of a separation system. A separation system is the connecting device between the launcher and the payload and serves the purpose of keeping the payload in place, on top of the launcher, during the launch phase and when reached the correct orbit, release the payload froin the launcher. During the separation phase an explosive charge in the separation system release the payload. In order to reduce oscillations on the payload the separation system is designed to dampen out oscillations. The real data origin from a separation experiment where oscillations were measured with three accelerometers. The interesting parameters to extract are frequencies and damping ratios for the dominating modes. The experimental data has been made available to the author by courtesy of Saab Ericsson Space AB, Linkoping, Sweden.
Identification Algorithm
where p ( t ) E Etp and z ( t ) E R" with n equal the order of the system . Given data yt, t = 0,. . . , N -1 from an initial value experiment the identification should yield estimates on A, C and xo such that The primary estimate is obtained by using Kung's algorithm [4]: Construct the block-Hankel matrix
t=O is minimized. From the eigenvalues of A in (1) it is straight forward to derive frequencies and damping ratios of the structural modes of the system under consideration.
In this paper we solve this problem by a combined algorithm which use Kung's realization algorithm [4] as a first step to obtain an initial estimate of a state-space model matching the experimental data. In a second step an initial state 50 is estimated by a linear least-squares fit to 0-7803-1 968-0/94$4.00@1994 IEEE ' 
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where q > n and T 2 n is the number of block rows and columns respectively. From ( 1 ) it follows that yt = CA'-'zo and hence Yqr can be factored as Yqr = UqCv where the diagonal matrix 9 1 contaiFs the n largest singular values. In the noise-free case CZ = 0 since Yqr has rank n, the system order. If noise is present but sufficiently small VlClVF will be a rank n matrix close to the noise free Hankel matrix. Let us denote 
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The experimental data consists of a record of 4096 samples of the three accelerometers obtained with a sampling frequency f = 32768 Hz. The data is bandpass-filtered by a 5th order Butterworth filter with passband between 1000 and 1460 Hz in order to focus on interesting frequencies. In Figure 1 the values of the criterion (2) after each identification step are plotted for some different model orders. It is quite clear that both the second and third step significantly decrease the criterion and hence improves the quality of the estimated model. In Figure 2 a portion of the filtered accelerometer signals are plotted together with a simulation of the estimated model of order 18. The model has captured almost all the dynamics in the signals and the two curves are almost indistinguishable. 
